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Codex 13 

Stonehenge; fascination of this unique monument unhenges time itself. In a time not remembered 
from past, a message sent to the future to be understood by today’s technological present…we, 
humanity and our forgotten history, have come full circle. 
An ancient code written across the planet in monuments of antiquity reveals a language explaining 
our hidden and lost history. This codex is numerical representing astronomical knowledge which 
explicitly uses a certain number as verification. 
These archaic monuments specifically and openly display this number to explain the astrological 
codex. 
  
In simplification the message is given to the mysterious number THIR13EN 
...a monumental number that henges time. 
  

Beyond this now opened doorway leads to a direct connection between the Great Pyramid and 
Stonehenge as Ancient Agenda follows the pathway laid out by our archaic Grandcestors. 
 
The diameter of Stonehenge equals the diameter of the Great Pyramid 'corner to corner' divided by 
a factor of ten. 
Both these monuments supply the number 13 many times over, incorporated within their build 
structures. Such as the Great Pyramid at 481 feet tall or 4+8+1=13 and Stonehenge with its 76 
Trilithon stones or 7+6=13. 
Both use Solstice Light, but what’s really coincidental, is that Stonehenge's Geo-Coordinates equal 
the Great Pyramids 'side slope angle' and relay both common pyramid-angle practices. 
  
Stonehenge is located in Wiltshire, England, three kilometers (2 miles) west of Amesbury 
and thir13en kilometers (8 miles) north of Salisbury. 
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Geo-Coordinates: 51°10′43.84″N   1°49′34.28″W 
  
Stonehenge's Latitude coordinates showing 51: 53 and 51: 84 are the common 'side slope angles' 
given to the Great Pyramid.  
Phenomenally can this be an accident or is there a more conclusive answer to this riddle? 
By examining the math that Stonehenge represents, does this archaic astrological observatory 
explain a great pyramidal truth that feels like Heaven can wait, with a band of Angels wrapped up in 
your heart... 
Will take you through the lonely night, through the cold of the day. 
And you know, you know, Heaven can wait... 
 
...and all the ancients come down here just to sing for Thee, 
And the memory's gonna make you fly, without pain, without fear. 

 
In 1965, with the use of computers, Steven Hawkins proposed with regards to the specific 
alignments to the Sun and the Moon, that it was ".....less than one chance in ten thousand 
that the stones had been aligned by accident" 
 
 
The Heel Stone lies north east of the sarsen circle, beside the end portion of Stonehenge Avenue. It 
is a rough stone, 4.9 metres above ground (4+9=13), leaning inwards towards the stone circle. It has 
been known by many names in the past, including "Friar's Heel" and "Sun-stone" 
 
Viewing Heaven's gate through the 'Sun-stone' of Stonehenge creates the Ancient Agenda Keyhole 
left by our archaic Grandcestors establishing Codex 13 of UNISON Quest as we examine a duplicated 
codex uncovered at Giza, Chichen Itza, Teotihuacan, Nazca and many other monuments strewn 
across our Earth crossing time in a way that... gives us all of our dreams, and let us go along on our 
way. Give us all of your truth to sing, and we'll turn the night into the Sun-stone of day. 
We've got a taste of the 'henge, we're never gonna let it slip away...we've got a taste of paradise, It's 
all we really need to make us stay...Just like children again... 
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Stonehenge's 75 'Trilithon-stones' plus the Friars'Heel 'Sun-stone' 
equals a total of 76 stones. 7+6= Thir13en. 
The number thir13en is explicitly used at Stonehenge as it is with the Great Pyramid correlating 
between both monuments allowing a hidden connection to be released. 

 
Stonehenge carries the Codex number 13 incorporating the Great Pyramids side-slope angle in its 
geo-coordinates; an impossible equation according to today’s academics. 
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Ancient Agenda walks the pathway of the Grandcestors listening to voiceless whispers carried across 
time to freely share all new found knowledge uncovered so that in Unison we may TOGETHER 
restore and coordinate our side-sloped glorious history with a monumental unveiling of 
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"Stonehenge to Giza: Re-Henging the Stones" 
 
Many ancestral hidden secrets lay within the spokes of 
Stonehenge's 'Solstice Truth Wheel'. 
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These timeless Henges of Stone also hold other mysteries such as Sumerian symbology. 
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Sacred Geometry at it's finest - hiding within a megalithic astrological observatory. 

 
Codex Unison Quest links our archaic monuments in a way never before presented detailing an 
unmistakable message from the past once written in stone...now written in Rock. 
And we know we've been released, with a new truth to share, 
And academians can't tell us now, and we don't really care. No, no, no. 
We've got a taste of Stonehenge...that's all we really need to make us stay. 
We've got a taste of paradise, if we had it any sooner you know......you know we never would have 
turned away from the Stone... 
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As time marches on while heaven can wait, Stonehenge reaches across the astronomy of Giza to re-
henge the stones. 
 
  "At the latitude of Stonehenge, the sun and moon have their maximum declinations at right angles 
to each other. 

Stonehenge lies on the exact latitude at which the Midsummer Sunrise and Sunsets are at 90° of the 
Moons Northerly setting and Southerly rising. This particular phenomena is only possible within a 
band of less than one degree, of which Stonehenge lies in the middle-third. 
The only latitude where the four station stones which determine lunar and solar alignments can 
form an exact rectangle within the limits of the Aubrey circle is at the latitude of Stonehenge. 
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The following is from ancient-wisdom.com- 
"The 'Station-stone-rectangle' has a perimeter the same length as one side of Giza's Great Pyramid. 
The angle created by connecting the rectangle's hypotenuse, is at an angle of 118° degrees, which 
has been noted as the same azimuth one would follow to reach Giza in Egypt. 
  
This remarkable astronomical fact sanctifies that the mathematical peculiarity of the Stonehenge 
'Station-stones' having proportions that mirrors the latitude of the site, is only surpassed by the fact 
that both the Sun and the Moon (at their respective maximum settings) rise at approximately the 
same point on the horizon from the site, which is also mirrored in the latitude of 51° 51'. (Great 
Pyramid's - Side Slope Angle) 
  
The 'Avenue' leading from Stonehenge is orientated at the same angle as the latitude upon which 
Stonehenge sits. 
Stonehenge lies at the exact latitude at which the Sun and the Moon have their maximum settings at 
90° of each other as illustrated by the station-stones. 
There are only two latitudes in the world it which, the full moon passes directly overhead on its 
maximum Zeniths, these are at Stonehenge and Almendres in Portugal (The oldest circle in Western-
Europe). 
 
Geometry & Alignments: The last phase of development, at Stonehenge shows a clear geometric 
foundation, with the 30 equally spaced upright sarsen-stones set in a perfect circle. 
According to Peter Le Mesurier, the Sarsen-ring (whose official inner diameter is 97ft or 1162.8 
primitive inches), has a circumference of 3652.4 primitive inches, which he suggested as indicating a 
knowledge of the Solar year, it is also exactly one 'quarter-aroura', as measured in ancient Egypt." 
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Doug Kreiger's research- 
"Math IS important, especially when it is combined with geometric engineering, proportional ratios, 
symmetry, etc. – one really has to inquire and inquire deeply: WHY Stonehenge? 
I find it incomprehensible that a structure this studied has not heretofore subjected itself to 
“intense” mathematical analysis. 
When one comprehends the math and geometry – Stonehenge comes alive. 
Its parallel reflections in miniature being that of the Great Pyramid of Giza – a truly contemporary 
structure and one which accords so well proportionally with Stonehenge. 
  
The measurements taken by Sir Flinders Petrie astound in that the 1,800-foot Avenue, coupled with 
the 184.5-foot Aubrey Ditch/Moat/Outer Bank give us a radius when doubled (for an “esoteric 
diameter” of 3,969 feet. When this 3,969 becomes the base edge of a square (squaring the circle) we 
immediately attests to the Great Pyramid of Stonehenge (esoteric, of course) but proportionately 
keeping the 11:7 or 1.57 ratio of Giza which is 756′ base edge and elevation of 480.9 Feet or 1.57 as 
in 756/480.9 then the Stonehenge Pyramid’s elevation can be discovered which would be the 
reflection of the Sacred Cubit itself! That is: 3969’/2520′ = 1.57. 
(***these ratios when added present the number 13...  1.57 is 1+5+7=13: Ancient Agenda***) 
  
The relationship is magnified when the Volume of the Great Pyramid of Giza is compared to that of 
the esoteric Great Pyramid of Stonehenge – Stonehenge is 144 times greater in volume – an 
astonishing discovery. 
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The elaborate geometric configurations discovered by Johnson at Stonehenge are truly remarkable; 
however, the WHY becomes all the more pervasive and consuming – we owe to all those who have 
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gone before to reach a final determination as to WHY STONEHENGE – without the Sacred Cubit and 
that of true mathematical analysis, coupled with geometry’s expressions. 
What we have at Stonehenge/Aubrey Circle as well as “The Avenue” leading up to Stonehenge – as 
well as the surrounding environs – is nothing more than a blatant marvel of exquisite geometric 
confirmation and mathematical configurations which absolutely and without equivocation confirm 
the Dimensions of Paradise – and that these measurements and geometric superlatives again and 
again attest to our greatest aspirations that these “ancients” most definitely knew the ramifications 
of their building of these stolid monuments. 
After extensive study of the historicity of these surveys dating back to the 1500s and the many texts 
which are available to us – and the recent breakthroughs of people like Prof. Michael Parker Pearson 
(National Geographic research on the site) and of the splendid interpretations done by Prof. Anthony 
Johnson of Sheffield University – let alone the quality endeavours of both Flinders Petrie (to say the 
least) and of the indefatigable George Fredrick Dodwell…and so MANY more…we are utterly 
persuaded that both the dating and the knowledge (consequently) derived between the builders of 
the Great Pyramid of Giza and Stonehenge were in unmitigated collaboration and transferred their 
wisdom and spiritual insights into these measurements! 
 
Aubrey’s 56 Holes – why 56? 
(1) The interior degrees of a PENTACONTAKAIHEXAGON (a 56-sided polygon) in degrees is 9,720 and 
of its exterior, 10,440 degrees and combined there are 20,160 degrees. 
(2) 9,720 degrees is the “972” of the 12 edges of the Great Pyramid of Giza or 756′ * 12 = 9,072′ / 
2.1′ (Sacred Cubit) = 4,320 or “432” = the fractal/resemblance of the radius of the sun in miles as in 
864,000 mile diameter of the sun / 2 = 432,000 miles of “432”. 
And what of the two sets of Y and X Holes? 
Their interior angles sum in this 30-sided TRIACONTAGON to 5,040 degrees and this 5040 is Plato’s 
Optimal Number for Societal Harmony / 2 = 2520 which is the fractal of the 25.20″ Sacred Cubit 
(again) – but 5040 / 2.1′ (Sacred Cubit) = 2,400 Sacred Cubits and the exterior angles sum to 5,760 
degrees / 2.1′ = 2,700 Sacred Cubits and together (2,400 + 2,700 or 24 + 27) = “51” 
So…5040 * 2 (in that there are two sets of 30) = 10,080 degrees (interior) and 2 ea. 5760 degrees = 
11,520 degrees and 10,080 + 11,520 degrees equal to 21,600 degrees which is the precise fractal of 
the number of miles of the circumference of the Nautical Earth wherein every degree equals to 60 
miles and 360 degrees * 60 Nautical Miles = 21,600 Nautical Miles * 6072 feet in a Nautical Mile = 
131,155,200 feet / 5,280 (Number of Feet in a Statute Mile or Imperial Mile) = 24,840 Imperial Miles 
which is the mean circumference of the earth in Statute Miles! 
Oh, and yes, 2160 is the number of miles in the Moon’s diameter – again, 360 * 56 = 20,160 or “216” 
–" 
 
 With both the Great Pyramid and Stonehenge articulating solar mechanics, math and geometry; It 
should be noted that the distance between these monumental megaliths is 3600 Kilometres and a 
direct reference to the 360 degree circle which is needed to complete the understanding in this 
significant timeless message. 
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The average distance between the Earth and the Sun depends upon the Aphelion and Perihelion 
distances since the Earth has an elliptical Orbit around the Sun from one of the Focal Points of the 
Ellipse. At the point of Aphelion (the furthest point from the Sun) the Earth has a distance of 
152.097,701 km from the Sun and at Perihelion (the closest point to the Sun) the Earth has a 
distance of 147,098,074 km from the Sun. 
The average between these distances is149,597,887.5 km."  149,597,88.5km is the average Sun to 
Earth distance which equals Stonehenge's Longitude Geo-Coordinates of 1.49'34.28. 
1 degree, 49 minutes and 34.28 arc seconds W longitude 
 
Visitors to Stonehenge may view this sunrise spectacle from the roadside at 5 a.m. summer time on 
days when the sun rises bright and clear and casts a sharp shadow. 
The best dates are from 18 to 24 June annually. 
Below in the photograph, the 'triangular' shadow presents itself from the point of view of an 
observer directly behind the Heel Stone.  
 
Through recent discoveries at the sacred site of Stonehenge and a map scaled for reference 
capstoning the 'link' to Stonehenge and Giza's Great Pyramid, we see our upside down history 
rerighted and awakened. 
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 Ancient Agenda has established Stonehenge's geo-coordinates directly link the Great Pyramids 
'side-slope-angle' and the 'average distance' between our mother Earth and it's companion Sun-star. 
  
As a 'henge' is a reference to the word 'circle', also connecting the number thir13en to the Great 
Pyramid and the osscilation to the constellation of Orion incorporating an archaic message from 
Stonehenge to Giza as together we re-henge the stones showing Heaven can wait... 

...and all we've got is time ...until the end of time. 
We won't look back - We won't look back. 
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..Let the 'altars' shine... 
 
(Lyrics to Heaven Can wait - by Meatloaf - rewritten by JD Jeffrey) 
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References: 
www.english-heritage.org.uk/visit/places/stonehenge/ 
blog.world-mysteries.com/mystic-places/the-answer-and-key-to-stonehenge/ 
 
www.ancient-wisdom.com/englandstonehenge.htm#astronomy  
 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=J4LnMgHJHq8 
 
wikipedia.org/wiki/Stonehenge 
Stonehenge incorporates many hidden thir13en's within it's measurements and weights. 
The following compilation list's weights, lengths, heights, etc. 
When various maths are applied the number 13 is consecutively disclosed. 
(Article written by JD Jeffrey & Fred Robinson/Copyright of AncientAgenda.com) 
 
Wikipedia - 
"The stones, which weighed about four tons, consisted mostly of spotted Ordovician dolerite but 
included examples of rhyolite, tuff and volcanic and calcareous ash; in total around 20 different rock 
types are represented. 
Each monolith measures around 2 metres (6.6 ft.) in height, between 1 and 1.5 m (3.3 and 4.9 ft) 
wide and around 0.8 metres (2.6 ft.) thick. 
The stones were dressed and fashioned with mortise and tenon joints before 30 were erected as a 
33 metres (108 ft.) diameter circle of standing stones, with a ring of 30 lintel stones resting on top. 
The lintels were fitted to one another using another woodworking method, the tongue and groove 
joint. Each standing stone was around 4.1 metres (13 ft.) high, 2.1 metres (6 ft. 11 in) wide and 
weighed around 25 tons. Each had clearly been worked with the final visual effect in mind; the 
orthostats widen slightly towards the top in order that their perspective remains constant when 
viewed from the ground, while the lintel stones curve slightly to continue the circular appearance of 
the earlier monument. The inward-facing surfaces of the stones are smoother and more finely 
worked than the outer surfaces. The average thickness of the stones is 1.1 metres (3 ft. 7 in) and the 
average distance between them is 1 metre (3 ft. 3 in). A total of 75 stones would have been needed 
to complete the circle (60 stones) and the trilithon horseshoe (15 stones). It was thought the ring 
might have been left incomplete, but an exceptionally dry summer in 2013 revealed patches of 
parched grass which may correspond to the location of removed sarsens.[21] The lintel stones are 
each around 3.2 metres (10 ft.), 1 metre (3 ft. 3 in) wide and 0.8 metres (2 ft. 7 in) thick. The tops of 
the lintels are 4.9 metres (16 ft.) above the ground. 
Within this circle stood five trilithons of dressed sarsen stone arranged in a horseshoe shape 13.7 
metres (45 ft.) across with its open end facing north east. These huge stones, ten uprights and five 
lintels, weigh up to 50 tons each. They were linked using complex jointing. They are arranged 
symmetrically. The smallest pair of trilithons were around 6 metres (20 ft.) tall, the next pair a little 
higher and the largest, single trilithon in the south west corner would have been 7.3 metres (24 ft.) 
tall. Only one upright from the Great Trilithon still stands, of which 6.7 metres (22 ft.) is visible and a 
further 2.4 metres (7 ft. 10 in) is below ground 
The Heel Stone lies north east of the sarsen circle, beside the end portion of Stonehenge Avenue. It 
is a rough stone, 16 feet (4.9 m) above ground, leaning inwards towards the stone circle. It has been 
known by many names in the past, including "Friar's Heel" and "Sun-stone" 
 
 
 
 

http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/visit/places/stonehenge/
http://www.ancient-wisdom.com/englandstonehenge.htm#astronomy
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J4LnMgHJHq8
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Stonehenge: a brief history according to The English Heritage Center. 
 
8500-7000 BC 
EARLY POSTHOLES 
Mesolithic posts are raised to the north-west of the Stonehenge site. 
 
3500 BC 
 FIRST MONUMENTS 
Early farmers build the causewayed enclosure at Robin Hood's Ball, two cursus monuments 
(rectangular earthworks) and several long barrows in the landscape north of Stonehenge. 
 
3000 BC 
 EARLY HENGE 
The first Stonehenge is built, an earthwork enclosure about 100 metres across enclosed by a circular 
ditch and two banks. 
 
2500 BC 
 FIRST RAISED STONES 
Stones are raised in the centre of the enclosure using larger sarsens in two concentric arrangements, 
and smaller 'bluestones' in a double arc between them. 
 
2300 BC 
 INDIVIDUAL GRAVES 
Well-furnished individual Beaker graves are dug near the Stonehenge site, including that of the 
Amesbury Archer. 
 
2300-2200 BC 
 ALTERED STONES 
The central bluestones are rearranged to form a circle and inner oval. The earthwork Avenue 
connects Stonehenge with the river Avon. 
 
1800-1600 BC 
 PLANS TO REARRANGE 
Two rings of pits are dug around the stone settings, perhaps for a rearrangement of the stones that 
was never completed. 
 
1750-1500 BC 
BRONZE AGE CARVINGS 
Four of the sarsens are adorned with over 100 carvings of axe heads and a few daggers, perhaps 
symbols of power or status. 
 
700 BC 
IRON AGE HILLFORT 
A major hillfort, Vespasian's Camp, is built about one mile east of Stonehenge, near the river Avon. 
 
AD 43-EARLY 5TH CENTURY 
ROMAN ACTIVITY 
Many Roman objects are left at Stonehenge, suggesting the site may be a place of ritual importance 
to Romano-British people. 
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14TH-19TH CENTURIES 
NATIONAL INTEREST 
Writers, artists and antiquarians take more and more interest in Stonehenge. 
 
1897 
TRAINING GROUND 
The Ministry of Defence buys a vast area of Salisbury Plain for army training exercises. 
 
1901 
RESTORATION 
Landowner Sir Edmund Antrobus organises the re-erection of the leaning tallest trilithon. 
 
1915-1918 
GIVEN TO THE NATION 
Local landowner Cecil Chubb buys Stonehenge from the Antrobus family and gives it to the nation. 
 
1964 
RESTORATION COMPLETE 
The last stones are consolidated. 
 
2013 
DIGNIFIED SETTING 
The road which ran right past the stones is closed. A new visitor centre and exhibition centre is built 
2 kilometres away from the monument. 
The stone circle is reunited with its sacred landscape. 


